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Becoming an Antietam Battlefield Guide 
 
This section of the Guide Handout outlines procedures for becoming an Antietam 
Battlefield Guide.  There are two attachments.  Attachment 1 is the National Park 
Service Interpretive Themes for Antietam National Battlefield.  Attachment 2 is an 
outline on the Military Aspects of Terrain. 
 
Antietam Battlefield Guides are a group of devoted students of the history of the 
Maryland Campaign who provide historical interpretive services to the public. 
Successful guides demonstrate a good understanding of the Civil War overall, and a 
comprehensive understanding of Maryland Campaign.  They possess the 
outstanding interpersonal and communication skills needed to guide members of 
the public around the battlefield. Guides come from many backgrounds and walks of 
life but share in common a passion for the Maryland Campaign and the people, 
places and events of that critical moment in American history. All guides 
successfully pass a detailed written examination, then undergo a mentoring and 
training period with their own guide-mentor, and successfully complete a guided 
tour that evaluates their knowledge and their interpersonal and communicative 
skills.   Those who have met the rigorous qualification standards to become a guide 
are a significant resource for the furtherance of the National Park Service’s missions 
of historical interpretation and education. 
 
Becoming an Antietam Battlefield Guide requires much preparation.  The standards 
are high but the rewards are worth the effort.  Having an encyclopedic knowledge of 
the battle does not guarantee your admission to the ranks.  While knowledge is an 
important component, successful candidates will demonstrate great enthusiasm, 
desire and first class people skills. Your audiences will include people from many 
backgrounds, perspectives, knowledge levels, ages, and attention spans.  You have to 
be able to reach all of them.  Your interpretation is not a dry rendering of the 
maneuvers on a battlefield.  It must include all four of the NPS interpretive themes 
and nine sub-themes for the battle.  You will need to demonstrate your ability to 
address all these themes as you progress through the process before finally 
becoming a guide.  While you are compensated for your work, successful guides 
view their efforts as an avocation, not an occupation.  Correspondingly, guides are 
willing to “give back” and are encouraged to support the NPS mission of historical 
interpretation by volunteering in some capacity that supports the NPS and Antietam 
National Battlefield. 
 
There are five phases in the process of becoming a guide.   They are: 
 

1. Individual Study and Preparation 
a. Read 
b. Visit the Battlefield 

2. Written Examination 
3. Mentoring and Interpretive Themes 
4. Final Evaluation Tour and Certification 
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5. and Continual Learning 
 
 
Step 1 Individual Study and Preparation.   
 
Becoming a guide starts with having the enthusiasm and desire to learn.  That 
learning is something you can’t cram for in a couple of weeks and then take the test. 
Antietam Battlefield Guides are serious students of history and have spent a lifetime 
of study.  Whether that lifetime is 25 years or 60 years is not important - it is a long-
term commitment.  If you think you have what it takes, then this is an approach that 
you can take to get ready for the written examination: 
 
Read: Below is a selected bibliography of material on the Maryland Campaign.  
However it is not all-inclusive and the scholarship on the Civil War and the 
Maryland Campaign is added to all the time.  This list should be viewed as your 
starting point.  A more complete bibliography can be found in Dennis E. Frye’s 
Antietam Revealed, Collingswood, 2004.  The first section contains particularly 
important works that you should read and study thoroughly to gain a complete 
understanding of the campaign. It includes the most current and accurate material 
on the Maryland Campaign. The second section contains other important works that 
will add to your understanding of the action. Hopefully in your study to date, you 
have already seen and read many of these titles. 
 

Must Read 
 
For many years, the most balanced account by far of the Maryland Campaign was 
Joseph Harsh’s epic work Taken at the Flood Robert E. Lee & Confederate Strategy in 
the Maryland Campaign of 1862, (Kent:  The Kent State University Press, 1999).  
While ostensibly from the point of view of Lee, Harsh offers a very even-handed 
assessment of George McClellan’s actions during the campaign.  This book should be 
at the top of your reading list.  Harsh has two other books that you should 
eventually get to.  They are Confederate Tide Rising Robert E. Lee and the making of 
Southern Strategy 1861-1862 (Kent: Kent State University Press, 1998), an account 
of the months leading up to the Maryland Campaign, and Sounding the Shallows - A 
Confederate Companion for the Maryland Campaign of 1862 (Kent:  The Kent State 
University Press, 2000), a veritable treasure trove of details on the campaign, 
largely from the point of view of the Army of Northern Virginia.  
 
Joining the list of the most important Maryland Campaign works is D. Scott 
Hartwig’s work To Antietam Creek – The Maryland Campaign of September 1862 
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2012).  Volume 1 is the story of the 
Maryland Campaign through September 16, 1862.  The second volume will cover the 
Battle of Antietam.  This series is the most comprehensive balanced telling of the 
story of the Maryland Campaign yet.  It is a compelling story of the campaign, 
including analysis of the armies, leadership, equipment, tactics, and terrain.  The 
descriptions of the fighting are clear and easy to follow from little known cavalry 
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skirmishes early in the campaign to the Battle of South Mountain, a fight on the scale 
of First Manassas but destined to be thoroughly over shadowed by the battle at 
Antietam three days later.  It is objective, detailed, thoroughly researched and 
documented and at the same time is an excellent read.  Like Harsh’s work, it should 
be in any guide or potential guide’s library. 
 
Ezra Carman’s monumental work on the Maryland Campaign has finally become 
available to the world thanks to the work of Antietam Battlefield guide Dr. Tom 
Clemens. The Maryland Campaign of September 1862 Volume 1 - South Mountain. 
(New York:  Savas Beatie, 2010.) , The Maryland Campaign of September 1862 
Volume 2 - Antietam. (New York:  Savas Beatie, 2012.) and The Maryland Campaign 
of September 1862 Volume 3 – Shepherdstown Ford and the End of the Campaign. 
(New York:  Savas Beatie, 2017.) cover the entire Maryland Campaign.  While 
Carman’s narrative is sometimes hard going, Dr. Clemens thorough editing and 
footnoting and the use of the companion Carmen-Copes maps have at long last 
brought Carman’s important work to life.  This is primary source material and the 
foundation of all subsequent reputable scholarship on the battle. 
 
McClellan's War: The Failure of Moderation in the Struggle for the Union by Ethan 
Rafuse (Bloomington:  Indiana University Press, 2005.) is also required reading for a 
good understanding of George McClellan.  You should definitely read the chapters on 
the Maryland Campaign. They are particularly useful for an understanding of the 
Federal high command’s perspective.  While Unfurl Those Colors! McClellan, Sumner, 
& The Second Army Corps in the Antietam Campaign by Marion V. Armstrong 
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2008) is ostensibly about the role of the 
Second Corps during the battle, it too offers a good point of view on McClellan’s role 
in the strategic and operational direction given during the Maryland Campaign.  
Released during the Antietam sesquicentennial are Laurence Freiheit’s Boots and 
Saddles – Cavalry During the Maryland Campaign (Iowa City: Camp Pope Publishing, 
2012), and Stephen Recker’s beautifully rendered Rare Images of Antietam and the 
Photographers Who Took Then (Sharpsburg MD: Stephen Recker, 2012). Freiheit’s 
book makes significant contributions to the often ignored role of cavalry in the 
Maryland Campaign.  Recker’s book delivers photographs of the early years of the 
battlefield never seen before by the general public. 
 
Also important to helping your understanding is Brad Gottfried’s Maps of Antietam 
(Savas Beatie 2012).  This book is a useful companion to use when you are reading 
other Maryland Campaign work.  Keep this book close by as a reference to the maps 
as you study other works. 
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Knowledge of the effects of the Maryland Campaign on the people of western 
Maryland is essential. Antietam ranger Kevin Walker’s Guide to the Antietam 
Farmsteads (Sharpsburg: WMIA, 2010) and Kathleen Ernst’s Too Afraid to Cry – 
Maryland Civilians in the Antietam Campaign (Mechanicsburg: Stackpole Books, 
1999) are must-reads.  In addition, Antietam Battlefield guide John Schildt over the 
years has created a truly important body of work that covers all of these subjects 
and should be read as well.  His most recent book is Frederick in the Civil War (MD): 
Battle and Honor in the Spired City (Charleston: The History Press, 2011).  Other 
useful books in his series are Antietam Hospitals (Chewsville, 1987) and Monuments 
at Antietam (Frederick, 1991).  Many of Rev. Schildt’s other titles are available at the 
Antietam Book Store.  Also, Antietam guide Kevin Pawlak’s book Shepherdstown in 
the Civil War  (History Press, 2015) is an important discussion of the aftermath of 
the battle and it’s effect on the civilians who live in nearby Shepherdstown.  It 
contains much information as well on the organization of the Army of Northern 
Virginia’s medical service. 
 
The story of the Antietam National Cemetery is well covered in Antietam guide 
Steve Stotelmyer’s classic Bivouacs of the Dead (Toomey Press 1997).  The book 
includes a history of the cemetery and a list of the soldiers who are buried there. 
There are a collection of human-interest stories about those killed in action and a 
detailed description of the burial process that could apply to any major Civil War 
battle. 
 
For a detailed and comprehensive understanding of other battles in the Maryland 
Campaign, read former Antietam Ranger and guide John Hoptak’s The Battle of 
South Mountain (Charleston:  The History Press, 2011) and Tim Reese’s Sealed With 
Their Lives The Battle for Crampton's Gap (Baltimore:  Butternut and Blue, 1998).  
For action at Shepherdstown after Antietam, read Thomas A. McGrath’s 
Shepherdstown: Last Clash of the Antietam Campaign September 19-20 1862  
(Lynchburg: Schroeder Publications, 2008.) 
 
There are three battlefield guidebooks you will need as you start to tromp the field. 
They are The U.S. Army War College’s Guide to the Battle of Antietam edited by Jay 
Luvaas & Harold W. Nelson (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1987), Antietam, 
South Mountain & Harpers Ferry – A Battlefield Guide by Ethan S. Rafuse (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2008.) and A Field Guide to Antietam by Carol Reardon 
and Tom Vossler (UNC Press, 2016). Reardon and Vossler provide a sound 
understanding of the battle, great maps, and some terrific vignettes.  Rafuse also 
provides commentary, vignettes, and good maps. Luvaas guides you around the field 
using the participant’s own Official Record reports.  All are worth having. 
 

Recommended 
 
Several accounts that do a good job depicting elements of the Maryland Campaign 
are John Hoptak’s Our Boys Did Nobly, Schuylkill County Pennsylvania, Soldiers at the 
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Battles of South Mountain and Antietam (John David Hoptak, 2009), James 
McPherson’s Crossroads of Freedom: Antietam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002), and Benjamin F. Cooling’s Counter-Thrust From the Peninsula to the Antietam 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska 2007).  Two useful anthologies edited by Gary 
Gallagher are Antietam - Essays on the 1862 Maryland Campaign (Kent: Kent State 
University Press, 1989) and The Antietam Campaign (Chapel Hill:  The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1999).  Retired Antietam Park Historian Ted Alexander has 
written a concise work The Battle of Antietam – The Bloodiest Day (Charleston: The 
History Press, 2011) that is useful.  The Civil War Regiments series edited by Mark 
Snell contains two fine volumes on the Maryland Campaign.  They are Antietam: The 
Maryland Campaign of 1862, Vol. 5, No. 3, (Shepherdstown, 1997), and The Maryland 
Campaign of 1862 and its Aftermath, Vol 6, No. 2, (Shepherdstown, 1998.)  Dennis 
Frye’s book September Suspense – Lincoln’s Union in Peril (Harpers Ferry: Antietam 
Rest Publishing, 2012) draws from a voluminous cache of period newspapers to 
expertly demonstrate just how fragile the national bond had become by the autumn 
of 1862. 
 
Antietam Battlefield guide John Priest has two works written largely from the points 
of view of the fighting men. They are Antietam The Soldier’s Battle (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989) and Before Antietam The Battle of South Mountain 
(Shippensburg: White Mane Publishing, 1992).  
 
Tom Rowland’s excellent book George McClellan & Civil War History in the Shadow of 
Grant and Sherman (Kent: Kent State Press, 1998) offers a compelling look at the 
historiography of George McClellan offering a much different perspective than the 
“standard” centennial interpretation of George McClellan 
 
Finally, The Antietam Effect (Gettysburg: Media Magic, 2012) by Bradley Graham is 
an important contribution to the scholarship of the Battle of Antietam.  The book is a 
series of ten essays written by Graham, the producer of the orientation film that is 
shown at the battlefield.  The work is not the usual interpretation of the battle but 
covers such diverse and eclectic topics as the Constitutional roots beneath the 
Confederate invasion, Sumner’s use of inductive reasoning in making decisions, 
reevaluation of the testimony and evidence concerning the so call Union Reserve at 
Antietam, the effects of weather, hard campaigning and even a volcano the year 
before, and six other equally fascinating topics.   
 
The Harsh Scholarship series of articles are very important additions to 
understanding on the Maryland Campaign.  The first paper was published in 2014.  
Titled “Perceptions not Realities…” The Army of the Potomac in the Maryland 
Campaign, this work by Antietam Ranger Daniel Vermilya examines the condition of 
the Army of the Potomac at the onset of the Maryland Campaign.  
 
Some suggested additions –  
William Frasanito’s Antietam, Photographic Legacy of Amerivca’s Bloodiest Day, New 
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1978. Detailed study of the Gardner photographs 
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taken Sept. 18-20, 1862.  Some errors have been revealed over the years, but still 
very solid book.  
 
Curt Johnson & Richard Anderson Jr., Artillery Hell, The Employment of Artillery at 
Antietam, College Station: Texas A&M Univ., 1995.  Reprint of Fred Hanson’s report 
from the 1940’s, but also includes good detail on the batteries present, strengths, 
armament, etc.  
 
George Large & Joe A, Swisher, Battle of Antietam, The Official history by the 
Battlefield Board, Shippensburg: Burd Street Press, 1998. Basically a listing of all the 
tablets created by the Battlefield Board. Useful.  
 
Phillip Thomas Tucker, Burnside’s Bridge, The Climactic Struggle of the 2nd and 
20th Georgia at Antietam Creek, Mechanicsburg: Stackpole Books, 2000.  A useful 
micro-history of a portion of th battle. Although marred by a few flaws, a good study.  
 
D. Scott Hartwig, The Battle of Antietam and the Maryland Campaign of 1862: a 
Bibliography, Westport CT: Meckler Publishers, 1990.  Very detailed listing of many 
obscure articles and books related to the campaign & battle.  
 
Collect and read a complete set of the park brochures available at the Antietam 
Visitors Center.  These well-prepared and detailed documents cover everything 
from casualties and monuments, and the role of artillery to the various hiking trails 
available on the battlefield.    
 
You should also be familiar with the Official Records of the Union and Confederate 
Armies (the OR).  Series I, Volume 19, Parts I and II contain the reports and 
correspondence of the Maryland Campaign.  Additional material on the campaign 
can be found in Series I, Volume 51 (Supplements), Parts I and II.   
 
Two other monographs of the battle of Antietam are Stephen Sears’ Landscape 
Turned Red, (New York:  Ticknor & Fields, 1983) and James Murfin’s Gleam of 
Bayonets (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1965).  While details of the 
battle are accurately laid out, the biases against George McClellan have to be 
realized when you are reading these works.  
 
Visit the Battlefield. It is important to spend a lot of time ON the battlefield. 
Accompany the rangers on their driving tours.  Go with different rangers.  Observe 
their successful delivery styles.  When special hikes are offered (usually in the 
spring or at the battle anniversary in September) attend these as well.  On your own, 
hike the paths using the trail maps available at the Visitors Center. You will need the 
three battlefield guidebooks referred to earlier as you start to tromp the field. They 
are The U.S. Army War College’s Guide to the Battle of Antietam edited by Jay Luvaas 
& Harold W. Nelson (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1987), Antietam, South 
Mountain & Harpers Ferry – A Battlefield Guide by Ethan S. Rafuse (Lincoln: 
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University of Nebraska Press, 2008.) and A Field Guide to Antietam by Carol Reardon 
and Tom Vossler (UNC Press, 2016).  
 
Learn the geography of the Sharpsburg region by visiting localities around the 
immediate battlefield: Boonsboro, South Mountain, Hagerstown, Harpers Ferry, 
Shepherdstown. This is not a one or two time activity.  Do it frequently.   
 
How should I study? 
Here is some good advice from the Gettysburg guide website on how to study:  Go 
through and try to get the basics of the ebb and flow of the battle. Don't concern 
yourself with names, particularly below brigade level unless they are particularly 
significant individuals or units. And don't get bogged down on statistics…You also 
must concentrate on monuments, weapon types, uniforms, local area place-names etc. 
It is important to note that successful guides are those with a grasp of political, social, 
economic perspectives related to this era. Knowledge of military aspects alone 
normally is not sufficient. You'll find that those with the most detailed down-to-the-
company knowledge level of the battle usually have the hardest time making it 
through the licensing process because they know too much of a specialized aspect of 
the battle (i.e. tactics) and too little of the broad scope of the battle; the human 
element and the meaning of it all. 
 
Step 2 Become an Antietam Volunteer in the Park (VIP) 
 
A prerequisite for becoming a guide is active participation in the Battlefield’s Volunteers 

in the Parks (VIP) program.  The experiences of volunteering provides the opportunity to 

interact with park visitors and get to know the rangers and other volunteers, many of 

whom are guides.  It also affords the opportunity to spend time on the field and to 

sharpen interpretation skills. Individuals who are interested in becoming guides must sign 

up to be volunteers at Antietam National Battlefield and be active park volunteers during 

the testing, mentoring and final evaluation processes and thereafter. To take the final 

evaluation with a park ranger (see more below), you must have accumulated 100 

volunteer hours at the battlefield.  Antietam ranger Olivia Black is the volunteer 

coordinator and can be reached at this email address: Olivia_black@nps.gov.   
 
Step 3 The Written Examination 
 
When you think you are ready, it is time to sign up for the written test.  There is a 
one time $50 administration fee. You pay it only once.  When you sign up for the 
guide test, you will also complete a guide application form. You will be asked to 
write a short essay about yourself and why you are interested in being a guide. This 
form is used to provide information that will eventually be added to your on-line 
guide biography.  Additionally, it is used to record the other training requirements 
that you must complete in this phase.  The application along with your written 
examination becomes a part of the guide files. 
 

mailto:Olivia_black@nps.gov
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The written test is periodically offered when the needs of the guide service require 
additional members.   
 
The test consists of true false, multiple choice, matching, fill-in-the-blank and short 
answer questions. You will be tested on your knowledge of the following topics: 
 

 The Civil War in general 
 The Maryland Campaign and battles at Harpers Ferry, South Mountain, 

Antietam and Shepherdstown including: 
 

o Orders of battle down to division level including unit locations and 
movement on the field. 

o Backgrounds of the principle commanders, division and higher 
o Regiments of the more famous brigades, (Irish, Black Hat, Texas) and 

their commanders 
o Military objectives of both sides 
o Maryland Campaign timeline 
 

 The Emancipation Proclamation 
 History of Antietam National Battlefield and its memorials, monuments and 

landmarks, artillery positions, mortuary cannons, avenues, auto tour stops, 
and hospital locations 

 Basic knowledge of Civil War weaponry (musket and artillery) and medical 
practices 

 Sharpsburg townspeople and farmers 
 The military aspects of terrain as they apply to the battlefield. (See 

attachment) 
 
There may be photographs of monuments that you will have to identify, photos of 
officers both sides, a map section where you will be asked to identify geographic 
features, buildings, locations of divisions and artillery positions.  This examination 
evaluates your knowledge of the Maryland Campaign. It consists of multiple choice, 
true/false, fill in blank and short answer (three or four sentence) questions.  
 
The test is organized in three parts. Part One addresses the Maryland Campaign in 
general. Part Two covers the Battle of Antietam specifically. Part Three covers other 
required knowledge including the aftermath of the battle, park history, civilians, 
military aspects of terrain and other information categories not included in the first 
two parts. This section also includes several map questions and a series of photos 
that you will be asked to identify. 
 
There are no essays. However, there are throughout the examination several short 
answer questions requiring you to BRIEFLY discuss a certain aspect of the campaign. 
You are not evaluated on writing style here.  Simply communicate the information in 
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short sentences, bullets or in an outline form that gets your point across. You should 
be able to answer these questions in the space provided in this test booklet.   
 
After the test is graded, you can make arrangements to receive personal feedback on 
your results. You can see your test and may take notes on anything said in the 
meeting but you may not take your copy of the written test with you. 
 
To be accepted as a guide candidate, you must score 90% on the written test.  If you 
score between 85% and 90%, you will be eligible to retest no earlier than 90 days 
after you take the initial test. You will have one opportunity to retest and mus score 
90%.   
 
Candidates who score below 85% need to take the written exam again when offered. 
You may take the next scheduled test at no additional charge. 
 
If you passed the written test or the retest, you will be assigned a guide-mentor and 
are ready to proceed to the next step in the process.  You are now considered and 
designated as a guide-candidate. 
 
Step 4 Mentoring and Interpretive Themes 
 
The fourth phase of the process (after individual study, volunteering and successful 
completion of the written examination) is mentoring and interpretive themes.  
 
Successful completion of the written test is just the beginning.  It demonstrates 
satisfactory knowledge of the details of the campaign.  The written test does not 
demonstrate an ability to clearly interpret the battle to members of the public.  That 
is an entirely different skill set.  That ability is demonstrated when you give a 
complete 3 hour tour to a park ranger and senior guide.  To assist you in your 
preparations for this, you will be assigned a guide mentor who will work with you 
and assist you in completing other requirements and in preparing for the final 
individual tour. 
 
You will be assigned a guide-mentor.  The guide-mentor is an experienced guide 
who is willing to devote additional time and effort to your development as a guide.  
He is a resource that can significantly assist you in the development of your skills as 
a guide.  However, the guide-mentor is only a resource.  You as a guide-candidate 
are ultimately responsible for your complete development and qualification as an 
Antietam Battlefield Guide.   
 
During this phase, you will work closely with your guide-mentor to prepare for your 
final tour.  While the written examination satisfactorily demonstrated the guide-
candidate’s knowledge, Step 4 ensures that the guide-candidates interpersonal skills 
are highly developed and that he/she is prepared for the final evaluation tour.    
There are several requirements that you must accomplish during this phase.  They 
are: 
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1. Accompany three different rangers on their driving tours 
2. Attend NPS provided battlefield ambassador training that includes training 

provided by NPS law enforcement on rules and regulations on the battlefield.  
It will also cover interpretive methods and other important training 
necessary for success as an ABG. 

3. Be able to articulate to the satisfaction of your guide-mentor the four 
interpretive themes and nine sub-themes of Antietam National Battlefield 

4. Demonstrate an understanding of ABG Professional Standards and Conduct 
5. Assemble your tour kit 
6. Conduct practice tours with your guide-mentor 
7. Attend one or more of your mentor’s tours 

 
Accompany three different rangers on their driving tours. It is important to see 
different styles of delivery as you develop your own presentation.  During most of 
the year, these driving tours are offered on Saturday and Sunday afternoons.  During 
the peak season, the tours are presented every day. Advise your guide-mentor who 
and when you are going with and coordinate directly with the ranger.  As you 
accomplish this requirement, your guide-mentor will note it on your guide 
application form. 
 
As part of Antietam’s Battlefield Ambassador training program, NPS law 
enforcement periodically provides training for new volunteers on different rules 
and regulations that pertain to being on park property. As a guide you must attend 
this class before you can become certified.  The NPS Volunteer Coordinator 
coordinates and schedules this training. As you accomplish this requirement, your 
guide-mentor will note it on your guide application form. 
 
Your guide-mentor will go over the Standards of Professional Conduct.  When you 
meet all the requirements to become a guide, you will sign this document and it will 
be included in your training file. 
 
The prospective guide must be able to articulate to the satisfaction of his/her guide-
mentor the four interpretive themes and nine sub-themes of Antietam National 
Battlefield.  The prospective guides 3 hour checkout tour must incorporate these 
themes.  The themes are attached. When this is completed, the guide-mentor will 
annotate the guide application form to reflect completion of this requirement.   
 
During the mentoring process, the prospective guide should assemble their tour kit.  
These are the training aids that the prospective guide will take and use on the final 
evaluation tour.  This kit reflects the guide’s personality and may include photos, 
quotes, maps, binoculars, and other items that the guide will use to help his 
interpretation of the battle.  Each guide is unique and there is no set list of things to 
carry.  Some guides have small tour kits.  Others are larger.  Talk to your guide-
mentor on what you want to include. 
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Guide-candidates should work with their guide-mentor and perform a number of 
practice tours with him.  These can include partial or complete tours of the 
battlefield or any combination of presentations.  These tours ensures that the guide-
candidate demonstrates the ability to develop a rapport with the client, displays 
enthusiasm and energy, possesses outstanding skills as a storyteller, and skillfully 
incorporates the NPS Interpretive themes into their program.  The guide-mentor 
will provide constructive feedback to the guide-candidate on their performance and 
will assist him/her in fashioning an outstanding 3-hour tour.  Additionally, the 
guide-candidate should accompany the guide-mentor on at least one of his tours.   
 
When all requirements of Step 4 are completed and the guide-mentor annotates the 
guide application form, the prospective guide will contact the Chief Guide to 
schedule his/her final checkout tour. 
 
Step 5 The Final Field Test and Chief Interpretive Ranger Interview 
 
All applicants are expected to successfully pass an oral field test that consists of a   
3-hour tour that you give to a NPS ranger and ABG.  The playing the role of  
visitor(s) who have arranged a tour with you. You provide a vehicle and you drive. 
On the appointed day you arrive at the Visitor Center and report to the Museum 
bookstore where the examiners will be called. Prior to arriving you should work out 
a good tour that covers all possible aspects of the battle within a 3 hour time frame 
(not much shorter and absolutely not much over.) The oral is treated as any normal 
tour of the field. The examiners play the role of visitors and will tell you where they 
are from. You are expected to weave that knowledge into your interpretation, and to 
personalize the tour to the party. You will be evaluated on that. The examiners will 
question you throughout the tour in order to test your knowledge and your ability 
to weave those answers into your narration. They will be looking for your ability to 
present the information coherently, for evidence of a common theme, for good 
introductions and conclusions, nice transitions day to day and site to site, an ability 
to keep the party oriented, an expertise at using the site as an interpretive tool, the 
ability to present at an appropriate level for your clients, your rapport with people, 
your tonal quality, the handling of tour mechanics, appearance, and driving ability.  
 
Throughout the trip the evaluators will be busily taking notes, recording their 
observations, and marking your score on the evaluation checklist. After your tour, 
you will be asked to give the examiner(s) about a half hour to compare notes and 
talk about what they saw. You will then receive their feedback.  You will be told 
what you did right, what you did wrong, and what areas you need to work on. You 
will be told at this time if you passed the exam or if the examiner(s) wish you to 
retest again.  
 
If you failed, you will be told exactly why you failed and what corrective action that 
you need to make to your presentation. You will be allowed to take as much time as 
necessary to correct the problems, and encouraged to take some more practice runs 
around the field with your guide-mentor. You will be provided with written 
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comments from the examiners.  When you are ready, you can schedule a retest.  If 
you do not pass the retest, you will have to    
 
Upon completion of all requirements, you and your mentor will meet with the 
Antietam National Battlefield Chief of Interpretation.  He will review your training 
files and evaluations and sign your NPS certification which will then be co-signed by 
Chief Guide.  You will then be administratively processed as a part-time employee of 
Eastern National.  You will sign a guide agreement which outlines the professional 
standards expected of you. You will be issued your ABG certification permit that you 
must carry while on tour. You will need to acquire a shirt and jacket from the list of 
prescribed items that you must wear on every tour. You are now ready to conduct 
your first tour!!! 
 
Step 5 An ABG Certified Guide   
 
Welcome aboard. You are now a respected member of the ABG community and can  
hopefully look forward to years of fulfilling service as a guide. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 

 Antietam Battlefield Guide Application Form 
 

 Mentoring Checklist 
 

 Interpretive Themes 
 

 Outline for a 3 hour Tour 
 

 Final Evaluation Checklist (NOT PROVIDED TO GUIDE-CANDIDATES) 
 

 Guide Agreement 
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Attachment 1 Interpretive Themes 
 

It is important that the public, regardless of whether they arrange a private 
tour, or participate in an NPS program or tour, hear the same interpretive 
themes as identified by the National Park Service.  These themes are listed 
below.  Anyone interested in becoming an Antietam Battlefield Guide must be 
totally familiar with the Antietam National Battlefield Interpretive Themes. As 
part of the accreditation process, prospective guides will discuss the 
interpretive themes with their guide-mentor in the mentoring phase of the 
process and incorporate these themes into their final evaluation tour.  
 

A Turning Point 

The Maryland Campaign, which culminated in the Battle of Antietam, was a 

major turning point of the Civil War and in American History.  

The Single Bloodiest Day 

The level of carnage, suffering, and human drama during and after the Battle of 

Antietam, the single bloodiest one-day battle in American history, has accorded it 

a prominent place in our national consciousness.  

The Emancipation Proclamation and Abolition 

The preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, issued as a direct result of the battle, 

changed the conflict from a war to restore the Union to a war that would also 

transform the nation by abolishing slavery and committed the country to 

redefining the freedoms espoused in its founding documents.  

Tactics, Terrain and Technology 

Tactics, terrain, technology, and leadership directly affected the outcome of the 

Battle of Antietam.  

Impact of the Battle on the Local Population 

The Battle of Antietam had a major impact on the local civilian population. 

 

Legacy and Evolving Values 

The varied and continuing efforts of commemoration by succeeding generations 

illustrate society’s evolving values regarding the Civil War and the legacy of the 

Battle of Antietam. 

   

Revolution in Medical Care 

Dr. Johnathan Letterman and other leaders in the medical corps created the 

foundation of modern battlefield medicine when faced with the immense number 

of casualties at Antietam:  including developing the American system of triage, 

the ambulance corps, and forward aid stations. 

  

Soldier’s Experience 

Individual soldiers were deeply impacted by their unique experiences from 

enlistment to battle and through homecoming and remembrance. 
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Attachment 2 Military Aspects of Terrain 
 
The military acronym known as OCOKA is a useful way to begin to understand how 
rangers and guides look at terrain on the Antietam Battlefield. 
 

OCOKA: a military terrain analysis process1 
•Connection between the terrain and military tactics 
•“terrain has a direct impact on selecting objectives; location, movement, and 
control of forces; effectiveness of weapons and other systems; and protective 
measures.”1 
•The OCOKA process  
–assesses natural  and man-made features within a prospective  battlefield  
–to “provide military commanders with an understanding of the limitations and 
opportunities of the terrain in which they must operate.” 
 
O C O K A acronym 
Observation and Fields of Fire   
Cover and Concealment  .  
Obstacles 
Key Terrain   
Avenues of Approach   
 

Observation and Fields of Fire - The potential offered to observe enemy 
approach and the fields of fire offered in terms of the range and other 
characteristics of weapons available.  
•The evaluation of observation and fields of fire allows you to- 
–Identify potential engagement areas 
–Identify defensible terrain and weapons system positions. 
–Identify where maneuvering forces are most vulnerable to observation and fires.  
•Observation and fields of fire are not the same. You may be able to see 25 km, but 
your fields of fire will be limited to the effective range of your weapon 
 
Observation 
•The ability to see friendly and enemy forces and key aspects of the terrain in 
order to judge strength, prevent surprise, and respond to threats. 
  
•Variables are topography, vegetation, urban development, and the effects of 
the battle on conditions.  
 

                                                        
1 1 U.S. Army Field Manual No. 6-0, Mission Command: Command and Control of 
Army Forces 
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the  Army, 2003), Appendix B.  
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Observation vs. Visibility 
•Observation is terrain dependent and is relatively permanent.  
•Visibility on the other hand, is weather dependent or is a temporary phenomena. 
•What are some examples? 
•Smoke and Fog 
 
Fields of Fire 
•The area a weapon can cover effectively from a given point 
•A unit’s field of fire is directly related to Observation. 
•Open land with a clear view within the firing range of available weaponry.  
•The field of fire is related to emplacement suitability.  
•Dead Space (ground) is the land within range of weapons that cannot be observed 
or fired upon.  

Examples 
•Poffenberger Hill.  
•Nicodemus Heights  
•Knoll North of Cornfield 
•Cemetery Hill looking East 
•Artillery Reserve Overlook 
•What can you see from the West Woods looking toward Millers Farm? 
 

Cover and Concealment The potential for providing cover from both direct 
and indirect fire and concealment from enemy observation 
 
Cover 
•Protection from the effects of weapons fires, both direct and indirect. 
•Examples include ditches, river banks, buildings, walls, and entrenchments.  
 
Concealment 
•Protection from enemy observation and surveillance, including features that 
protect both horizontally and vertically.  
•Examples include forests, ravines, dense vegetation, built up areas and reverse 
slopes.  
 
Does Cover = Concealment? 
•Cover and concealment do not always equate. 
•Cover protects a force from the effects of fires.  
•Concealment protects a force from observation, not from effects of fire 
•In many instances the object providing concealment is also providing cover.  
 
Considerations 
•If an attacking force can move forward under concealment, the chances of 
achieving surprise increase. Concealed and covered approach routes are important 
to reconnaissance units, dismounted infantry, and insurgent or terrorist forces. 
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•Defending forces seek to defend in an area which offers both concealment and 
cover to themselves but which does not provide covered approaches for the threat 
 
O C o k a 
Relationship between the O and the C 
•Observation 
–What you can observe 
•Fields of fire 
–What you can fire at 
•Concealment 
–Protection from observation 
•Cover 
–Protection from fires 

 
Obstacles 
•Natural or manmade terrain features that prevent, restrict, divert, or delay military 
movement.  
•The presence and difficulty of obstacles determine whether terrain is unrestricted 
(“go,”), restricted (“slow-go), or severely restricted (“no-go”).  
 
•Existing Obstacles are already present on the battlefield. Natural examples 
include swamps, woods, and rivers. Cultural examples include towns, railroads, 
bridges, and fences.  
•Reinforcing Obstacles are placed on the battlefield through military effort to slow, 
stop, or control enemy movement. Examples include earthworks, abatis, and log 
cribs.  
 
Things to look for: 
•Vegetation (tree spacing and trunk diameter). 
•Surface drainage (stream width, depth, velocity, bank slope, and height). 
•Surface materials (soil types and conditions that affect mobility). 
•Surface configuration (slopes that affect mobility). 
•Effects of actual or projected weather such as heavy precipitation or snow over. 
 

Examples of Obstacles at Antietam 
•Sunken Road 
•Rock Ledges 
•Antietam Creek 
•Cemetery Hill 
•Reel and Hauser’s Ridge & Nicodemus Heights 
•West bank of the Antietam at the Burnside Bridge 
•Bridges 
•Sharpsburg 
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Key or Decisive Terrain terrain feature (natural or manmade) which, if 
controlled, will give a marked advantage to whoever controls it. 
 
•Any ground that must be controlled in order to achieve military success. Two 
factors can render an area key terrain:  
–how a commander wants to use it,  
–and whether his enemy can use it to defeat the commander’s forces.  
•To designate terrain as decisive is to recognize that the mission depends on 
seizing or retaining it. 
•Key or decisive terrain must be controlled, not necessarily occupied. It may be 
controlled by either fires or maneuver. 
 

Examples 
•High ground with good observation and fields of fire; and transportation choke-
points such as a water crossing, mountain gap, or road junction.  
•Might also include dense woods or rivers that anchor the flank of a battle line.  
•Dunker Church Plateau 
•Hauser’s Ridge 
•Cemetery Hill 
•Harpers Ferry Road 
•Reel Ridge 
•Burnside Bridge 
 
Decisive Terrain 
•Ground that must be controlled in order to successfully accomplish the mission. It 
is relatively rare and not present in every battle. 
•Terrain is identified as decisive when it is recognized that the mission depends 
upon its seizure or retention.  
•Examples include urban areas, lines of communication and supply, topography, 
drainage characteristics, bridges, choke points, high ground, key military 
installations, and supply routes 
 

Avenues of Approach (AoA) route of an attacking force of a given size leading 
to its objective or to key terrain in its path. 
•Relatively unobstructed ground route that leads to an objective or key terrain.  
•Routes you use to get to the enemy OR routes the enemy uses to get to you.  
•The size of an attacking unit is limited by the breadth and difficulty of its avenue of 
approach. 
–Corps, Division, Brigade, Regiment 
•Variables include surface conditions, topography, and drainage characteristics.  
•These are access routes. They may be 
•Basically, an identifiable route that approaches a position or location is an avenue 
of approach to that location.  
•Often terrain corridors such as valleys or wide, open areas 
Not  limited to roads 
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Examples 
•Smoketown Road 
•Boonsboro Pike 
•Rohrbach Road 
•Hagerstown Pike 
•Fords and Intermittent Streams 
 
 
Fords 
•Offer potential stream or river crossing sites. 
•They must be covered either directly by infantry or indirectly with artillery fire. 
•Ford 
–Shallow – wagon wheel depth 
–Easy access in and out 
–Relatively smooth bottom 
–Real fords can carry wheeled traffic 
 
Intermittent Streams 
•A stream that flows seasonally when the water table is high, such as during and 
after periods of heavy or steady rain, 
•Intermittent streams offer potential avenues of approach. 
•During the Battle of Antietam, four intermittent streams carried brigade or division 
size Union elements on to the battlefield: 
–Richardson 
–Sykes/Buchanan 
–Willcox 
–Rodman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://test.ourhomeground.com/entries/definition/stream

